58 The Green Conversation
This spring HBR hosted a six-part online discussion about leadership and the environment. Experts led the dialogue with provocative questions; featured contributors and readers from around the globe responded with robust and lively commentaries. Here’s a snapshot of what we learned.

113 MANAGING YOURSELF
How to Protect Your Job in a Recession
Janet Banks and Diane Coutu
Survive corporate layoffs by embracing these practical strategies.

119 BIG PICTURE
Where Oil-Rich Nations Are Placing Their Bets
Rawi Abdelal, Ayesha Khan, and Tarun Khanna
Petrodollars abound – again. This time, oil-rich nations of the Gulf have adopted ambitious investment strategies and are spending lavishly on institutional infrastructures. In doing so, they will affect the economic landscape in the West, reshape nearby markets in the Middle East, and dramatically reconfigure the Gulf home environment itself.

53 DIFFERENT VOICE
Making Sense of Ambiguous Evidence
A Conversation with Documentary Filmmaker Errol Morris
Top executives are rarely told the unvarnished truth. Getting to it takes perseverance; convincing people of it is something of an art. Morris is a master of both.